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to ali, whom, it naty concern, 
Be it known that I, JOHN MATTHEWs, of 

New York city, county and State of New 
York, have invented an Improved Soda-Wa 

5ter Apparatus, of which the following is a Specification. 
The drawing represents a perspective view 

of my improved soda-water apparatus. 
The object of this invention is to so arrange 

to the generators, purifiers, and receivers of soda 
Water apparatus that either one or more gen 
erators can be used separately or together 
in the making and diffusing of the gas and 
delivering the same into a suitable number of 

15 cylinders or receivers-in other words, so that 
continuous action may be had, either one of 
two generators being at all times in commu 
nication. With the receiver or receivers to be charged. 
The invention consists in the new arrange 

ment of connecting-pipes with reference to the 
generators, purifiers, and receivers, as here 
inafter more fully described, whereby either 
one of two generators can be utilized at any 

25 one time or both together, and either one cut 
out of connection when desired. 
As heretofore made, the pipes connecting 

with the generators of such apparatus were 
mostly made of lead, and would bend or sag 

3O in an unsightly manner, often interfering fur 
ther with the working of the apparatus, and 
producing a stoppage and rendering accidents 
possible, to avoid which supports for such 
pipes were placed on the ceilings or other con 

35 venient position wherewith to maintain them 
in place. By my invention the connecting 
pipe is made self-supporting. 

In the accompanying drawings, which illus 
trate two generators in connection with three 

4o receivers, the letters A B represent the gen 
erators, each of which supports a vitriol-cham 
ber, C. D. 
E F are the receivers or cylinders, each car 

rying a gas washer or purifier, GGG'. From 
45 the generator A rises a pipe, H, which ex 

tends over the gas-washers G. G. G', and then 
joins the generator B. In this pipe H are two 

cocks-one, a, near its junction with the gen 
erator A, and the other, b, near its junction 
with the generator B. By a tubular bracket, 5O 
d, the pipe H, between these cocks a b, is 
supported on the gas - washer G, as shown. 
Another bracket, d, which, however, is not 
in communication with any tube or vessel, 
may be used to support the pipe H on the 55 
vessel G. 
The operation of this apparatus is as fol 

lows: After placing the necessary materials in 
one of the generators-say the generator A 
and also in the fountains or receivers DEF, and 6o 
generating the gas in the generator, this gas 
is conducted by opening the valve a through 
the pipe H and bracket d into the gas-washer 
G, that stands on the fountain D. The gas 
passes from this gas-washer on fountain D 
through a pipe, f, into gas-washer G on foun 
tain E, and thence through connecting-pipe 
g into the gas-washer G* on fountain F, and 
thence through the perpendicular pipe h into 
the pipe i, that leads into all the fountains D. E. F. 
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At the same time the valve b is 7 
closed. In the same way, when the generator 
B is to be used, the valve b is opened and the 
valve a closed. Suitable gages on the pipe H. 
show the pressure in the generators, these 
gages being also, by preference, connected 
through pipes e with the vitriol-chamber C, 
which pipes are known as the “equalizing 
pipes.’ It will be seen that by this arrange 
ment I am enabled to operate continuously. 
When one generator is emptied, the other one 
is in operation. Meanwhile a full one is put 
in place of the empty one and put into ac 
tion when the one last in use becomes emp 
tied, and so on, and for special causes, if de 
sired, both generators may 
thrown into action. 
I claim 
1. The combination of two generators, A. 

B, with a connecting pipe, H., having the 
two valves a, b, and gas - washers G. G' and 
fountains DE, &c., for operation substantially 
as herein shown and described. 

2. The pipe or leader H, combined with 
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be simultaneously 
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generators at each end, valves a, b near each D E, equalizing-pipes e e, and vitriol-cham 
end, single tubular bracket d, the gas-wash- ber C C, substantially as and for the purpose 
ers G. G', and receivers DE, substantially as specified. - 
and for the purpose specified. JOHN MATTHEWS. 

5 3. The combination of the generators A, B 
with the connecting-pipe H, having valves a 
b, the bracket d, gas-washers G. G', receivers 

Witnesses: 
JOHN HINDs, 
GEORGE MATTHEWS. 

  


